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Abstract 

The process 77 —» pp, at low energy, is considered using an effective lagrangian 

model. From the principle of vector dominance, it is related to the interactions of the p 

meson with itself and with other low mass mesons. We find the pseudoscaiar exchange 

terms to be rather small and the self-interaction one to be very important. Using a K-

matrix parametmation of the amplitude, this contribution alone generates about one half 

of the p°p° cross-section. The amplitude for p+p~ then turns out to be much too large 

and has to be cancelled by other processes. We show that a diagram containing the tensor 

meson / plays this role in part. If the values of the coupling constants are taken from 

experiment, the cancellation is really effective only if a vertex form-factor is allowed for. 

Even so, the model is not sufficient to quantitatively explain the data. 
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l ) t n t r o d u c t l o n : 

An increasing amount of data on 77 —•mesons reactions at low to medium energies 

has been available for 7-8 years[lj. This kind of reaction can help improve our understand

ing of meson-meson and photon-meson interactions in a domain where perturbative QCD 

does not apply. In this paper, we attempt to describe the particular process 77 —* pp 

using "effective lagrangian" techniques. This reaction has intriguing aspects which mo

tivated our interest: in the neutral channel, 77 ~* p°p° which was first measured, the 

cross-section has an unexpected and large enhancement around 1.5GeV|2). Later on, the 

charged channel was also measured|3] and has, surprisingly, a very different behaviour. 

The cross-section is fiat and considerably smaller (5-10 times) than the other. 

There are already a number of papers in the littérature dealing with a theoretical 

interpretation of these results. A reasonable one was given by Alexander et al.|4] who, 

following traditional Unas, construct a Regge type parametrisatiûn of the amplitude. As

suming that 77 —• p°p° is dominated by the Pomeron, they relate the cross-section to 

7P —• pp and pp elastic processes. They obtain a result in fair agreement *vith experiment. 

Moreover, in this framework it is clear why 77 —* p+p~ may be very different, being non 

dtfFractive, but only qualitative estimates seem possible in this case. Closer in spirit to 

what we attempt here, Hatzis and Pascalis[5] consider diagrams with pseudoscalar meson 

exchanges. They claim to reproduce the p°p° data, but as we shall argue below, other 

diagrams should be more important. It has been speculated that thp data may require 

new resonances. For instance in ref.6, a superposition of several exotic (2g2g) mesons, 

predicted by the bag model to lie aroud 1.6GeV, is considered. In this case, the smallness 

of the p+p~ cross-section is explained by a destructive interference between two spin-2 

resonances. This is true, of course, only if any "background" production of p*p~~ can be 

neglected. That this is not obvious is partly the outcome of the present work. 
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Why use an effective lagrangian? Originally, this concept was thought to be useful 

for reactions invoîving pions at very low energies, that is, much smaller than KQCD ( s e e 

[7| for a recent discussion). ]t was described by Weinberg to be simply a mnemonic device 

enabling to recover easily the results of current algebra|8]. It was soon felt however, that 

introducing heavier particles like vectors and pseudovectors, one could go beyond the soft 

pion limit and deal with reactions like p —*• JTTT, A I —* prt (see e.g., ref.9). In doing so, it is 

customary to use a (quasi) gauge principle which fixes the interactions of the p meson with 

itself. The reaction we are considering is a rather unique way of putting this particular 

part of the lagrangian to work. One is also led to consider diagrams beyond the tree level. 

This has been carried out by several people[lO] with some success. Computing one-loop 

diagrams and constructing Padé approximants one can obtain a reasonable description of 

TTJT. nK, KK>... interactions up to -Js « 2 GeV. It is possible for instance to predict 

dynamically the f, V and even 5(1720) resonances at about the right place. 

From a conceptual point of view, the effective lagrangian approach to strong inter

actions at low energies has gained an increased respectability when the connection with 

the large Nc structure of QC£> was clarified[ll]. The old fascinating idea of considering 

the baryons as sotitons(l2] was Bhown to be supported by these considerations! 13] a n < ^ bas 

received a lot of attention recently[14]. 

2 )The l ag rang ian : 

The simplest lagrangian for pseudoscalars and vectors is by now a classic|l5]. bin 

there are a wide variety of versions differing by "non-minimal" terms. Recall that the p 

meson can be introduced by gauging the isospin symmetry [16], which allows to incorporate 

the "vector dominance" principle (VMD) into the lagrangian framework in a natural way. 

One means of ensuring global SU(2)xSU(2) symmetry is then to add the A] meson as a 

gauge particle too, so that SU(2)xSU(2) becomes a local invariance, except for the p and A] 
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mass terms. The simplest version of this is unfortunately not compatible simultaneously 

with the present day values of the p width and the A] mass and width, so one has to 

introduce at least two non-minimal terms for a reasonab' fit[17]. There are also other 

motivations for such terms[l8j. Here, we ignore the Aj and related difficulties, and start 

with: 

- 9-~E'll'a(itr{dtiVl,daV$V) (1) 

where U~exp(t'(#o/V3 + f.;r)//„), V^ = Wp + f.p^ the covariant derivative D^U = d^U -\-

ig/2[U,VlÀ},uiu' = d"L>"-d''vlt

>pf"' - d"pv -d^p^A-gp^Ap", / , ~ 93.2MeV, the value of 

g will be discussed later. The extension to SU(3) flavour symmetry is straightforward. The 

terms which break the axial U(l) symmetry and the pion mass terms are not explicite!}' 

written: when we compute the graphs, we assume simply that the correct masses are 

obtained. The last term in (l) is the part of the Wess-Zumino action relevant for us. It 

is the minimal expression which insures that the divergence of the axial current has the 

(anomalous) form calculated by Bardeen[19], the complete explicit expression for the case 

of SU(3)xSU(3) was derived only recently[20], Here, it is responsible for the npw and the 

17(17') to pp, OJU) and 4>$ couplings . 

In this purely mesonic lagrangian, one has yet to introduce electromagnetism to be 

able to study the process of interest. A simple, general way to do this, which proved rather 

succesful in the past, is via the VMD recipe, even though the underlying basis for it is 

not completely clear. An additional advantage for us is that given the two photon width 

of a meson, and assuming flavour symmetry, VMD allows to predict the couplings to the 

vector mesons. All we have to do in the lagrangian, is to replace the mass terms for p° 
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and o> in(l) by: 

£» = -\">>l - l*J - 5»4K - ^ , ) 2 " j f ^ (2) 

Note that in this form, the field Ap turns out to have a mass y? = ll/9{emp/g)2. It is a 

simple matter to diagonalize £m and introduce the physical vector and (maasless) photon 

fields[2l]. Doing this however, will spoil the attractive aspect of VMD as direct vector-

photon coupling. We prefer to keep (2) as it is, and treat the mass term as a perturbation. 

In the processes which will be considered, to order a 2 this term does not contribute, so 

we can ignore it from now on. 

Beside vectors and pseudoscalars, other relevant mesons for the dynamics of our 

reaction are scalars, pseudovectors and tensors. We shall include the tensors later on. 

We will not take the scalars into account, because their coupling constants are not well 

determined at present. In fact, there are experimental indications that their coupling to 

the photon-photon channel is quite weak[22]. From vector dominance, it can be concluded 

that their coupling to the vector mesons is also small. This point is slightly controversial 

however, some models for the two photon production of pions assume on the contrary a 

prominent role of the scalar mesonB[23]. We make the assumption that pseudovectors too 

can be ignored. Little is known actually about their coupling to vectors, partly becaust 

the decay into 77 is forbidden, and the minimal Wess-Zumino action contains no Aipoj 

term. 

3) Model wi th vec tors and p seudosca la r s : 

If we diregard the contribution from the spin-2 mesons for tht moment, we are 

left, according to the preceding argument with only pseudoscalars and vectors. At the 

tree level, the contributing graphs are depicted in fig.l. Note that the graphs containing 

pseudoscalars are individually gauge invariant because of the e^^/a tensor at the vertices, 
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while only the sum of the three purely vector diagrams is. One can check, in fact, that this 

sum is identical to that one would obtain by coupling the photon to the p, by the minimal 

coupling principle instead of VMD. The first thing one notices is that there are several 

diagrams contributing to p+p~, while only the pseudoscalar diagrams can lead to p°p°. 

Cleaîly a t this stage, there is no evident basis for the experimental selection rule, unless 

the vector and pseudoscalar graphs cancel each other. As we shall soon see, this is not 

the case. To gain some insight about the importance of each contribution, it is sufficient 

to display the amplitudes at threshold, where they have a rather simple expression. Using 

the conventions shown in fig.2 as to the labelling of four vectors and indices, we find the 

following results: 

(a) + (b) + (c) = e2(-2A-1 2A'34 + 4A', 3A 24 + 4XuX7i - ^X12AZA4) 

m7 -> 
{d)M = Ae2 ' „ (~2XuX3i + XuXu + X H X M - ^SuAM (3) 

(/) = o, 

where (a),(b),... correspond to the diagrams of fig.l, A',; = £,-.£_,', A, = pj.e,. These 

formulas hold in the center-of-mass system, with a transverse choice of gauge for the 

photonB. We see then that the amplitudes at threshold can be expressed in terms of only 

four invariants. It is also clear that the two non zero contributions have the same sign, 

A being a positive number: for the pion diagram (d) for instance, A = {ÇVVFI^O)2- The 

VVP coupling constant can be computed from the ir° —» -7-) width (F =: 7.3 eV) , or from 

an expression derived from the explicit computation of the Wess-Zumino action[20j (the 

two results are compatible). The n° width gives: 

A ^ - ^ f — ) ( - ^ ) W o o i o 5 
ffor m,n m„" 
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We see that A depends on g2, so it is time to fix this quantity. According to our lagrangian, 

g can be found either from p —• nit or from p° —• e + c~ . Unfortunately, experiment 

gives two somewhat different numbers: 6.09 and 4.99 respectively. Universality of charge 

(+VMD) requires that gPwr{ç2 = 0) be equal to g, but p decay involves q2 — m2

p. The 

extrapolation depends on the details of the model, in particular on the non-minimal terms. 

It seems safer to adopt the second value, j=4.99, which leads to A =0.26, a rather small 

number. This indicates that the vector diagrams (a)-(c) largely dominate at threshold. We 

find by numerical calculation that this remains true in all the ensrgy region of interest. If 

we sum the 7r,n and n' diagrams (where we use the experimental widths and mixing angles) 

and perform a spin average, their contribution turns out to be about 5 times smaller than 

the vector self-interaction one at threshod. At yfs = 2GeV, their share increases, but they 

remain smaller by a factor of 3. 

One conclusion is that diagrams (a)-(c) should not be neglected, the other is that 

experiment is not understood at this point. Indeed, we found that the leading diagrams 

produce only />+ p~ pairs. To improve the situation, one could think of going to the one-

loop level. In this case, it is easily seen at least, that a number of graphs will generate p°p° 

atatea. Unfortunately, performing a complete one-loop calculation is an extremely tedious 

task. In this paper we will be content with a considerably simpler (and cruder) estimate 

based on the K-matrix method (a classic example is ref.24). The connection, we recall, is 

as follows. It is rather simple to compute the imaginary part of the on"-loop amplitude, 

which is given by a unitarity-like relation (eq.7, below) in terms of tree-level amplitudes. 

If we aasume then (for lack of a better idea) that the real part is zero, and construct the 

[1,1] Padé approximant to the resulting perturbation expansion, we obtain an estimate of 

the scattering matrix. If only two-body channels are important, and if all such relevant 

channels are included, this S-matrix will automatically obey the correct unitarity relation. 
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If we neglect the pseudoscalar diagrams, we do not have to consider the ww channel. 

We start from the following matrix, written in a symbolic form: 

T : = l 7 7 _ p D p o „o„o _,<y> ( 5 ) 

\Tï-¥P'*P P°P°-^P+P P+P ~*P+P~ J 

The matrix is to be completed by symmetry, the index j refers to the total angular momen

tum. Every reaction in T1 represents a submatrix containing all the helicity configurations. 

For instance, 77 —• 77 is 4x4, 77 —* pp is 9x4, so T3 is a 22x22 matrix. The partial wave 

expansion is defined following Jacob and Wick{25]: 

7 * ^ , ^ ( ^ , 0 ) = f ; ^ ^ ! ) ^ ^ ^ ) ^ ; , . ^ , . ^ ^ ) (6) 
0 & 

Next, let us call P a diagonal matrix such that: P,j = \j2p1Si} if 1 < i S 4, P,j = l/2pp6ij 

if 5 < 1 < 13 and P | ; = pp 6tJ-, 14 < t < 22, where p-, and pfi are the CMS momenta of 7 

and p in the reaction. The imaginary part of the one-loop amplitude wj]| read (in matrix 

notation): 

t~'si-iooP= J ^ y ï J ô -

The K-matrix method, according to what we said above, amounts to replacing the first 

order partial wave amplitude T J by an improved one, T3, defined as: 

Some numerical results from this procedure are collected in table 1 A positive outcome 

is that the p°p° cross-section, which was exactly zero (if we ignore the pseudoscalars) at 

the tree level has acquired a more respectable size, about one half of the experimental 

one. The curve and the experimental data are represented in fig.3. A more thorough 

comparison with experiment requires that we taks into account the width of the p which 

is responsible, in particular, for a large cross-section below the threshold. To do this we 

* m ™l-loop — I A „ y^-'o-loopF*Q-Icop ("J 



use the simple ansatz of replacing the CMS momentum: 

Pp-y/zt where z = - - mj , by pp - (-(z + [z2 + m*r£) = )S, 

whenever it appears {mainly in phase space). This expression is well defined below the 

threshold and goes quickly to pp above. The result of this replacement can also be appre

ciated from fig.3. 

The main deficiency of the model now, concerns the charged channel p+p~. Its 

cross-section is somewhat larger than the neutral one, while experiment requires it to 

be considerably smaller. Compared to the results from the tree graphs, the K-matrix 

procedure has reduced this cross-section by a factor of about 10, but this is not enough. 

We can only conjecture that the real part of the one-loop amplitude might cancel the first 

order one and provide for a reduction by an additional factor of 10. In the next section, 

we investigate whether the tensor mesons might play a similar role, in a spirit related to 

the idea of antigravity[26]. 

4) M o d e l w i t h tensor mesons : 

Now we accept the spin-2 mesons f(1270) and A2[1320) into our lagrangian. The 

kinetic energy part can be written following Fierz and Pauli[27]. For the interaction part, 

we assume ideal mixing in the tensor nonet, and form the matrix T = / + Az-T. The 

simplest (in terms of the number of derivatives) vector-tensor lagrangian that one can 

r orm, having global U(2) symmetry is: 

£ r v v = - Ç ^ ( r ( V „ 0 V 0 " T n (9) 

Expanding the trace, one obtains: 

CTVV = - f f r v v t / H " ^ + Pmfc) + 1A%V-PmO (10) 
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We note that the appearence of the tensors w^w and p^ guarantees that the coupling of 

the spin-2 mesona to electromagnetism via VMD will be gauge invariant. The value of 

grvv (which will control the magnitude of the expected cancellation), can be deduced 

from the two-photon widths off and A?. 

On using the experimental values[l,28], 7/ ~ 2.70KeV and *Ma T= 0.87 KeV one gets 

gTyv—3.41 from the / and grw — 3.06 from the A2, two numbera, which are reasonably 

close. 

We have now three more diagrams (g),(h) and (i) contributing to the reaction. We 

remark, first, that the propagators will scale like (m^ + m , ) - 1 in (g) or (h), which involve 

t(u) channel exchange, and like (<im2

p — m ^ ) - 1 in (i). This diagram is therefore likely to 

be the most important. To compare with the amplitudes of the preceding paragraph, let 

us display its value at threshold: 

(<) = d«'( ( V - ^ ( — ) V n * 3 4 - 4X13XM ~ 4XltX„ + A . Y , . / » , ^ ) ( II) 
6 S mf ni' 

where M = iO/9(gTvv/g)2/(4 - {"v /"v) 2 ) ^ 0.412. The coefficient or the first term in 

(11) is approximately - I , comparing with (3) one sees that the two expressions are very 

similar and that they have opposite sign. Diagram (i) for tensor exchange will thus indeed 

cancel in part (about 50%) the contributions of (a)-(c), thereby redyinc the production 

of charged p's and at the same time increasing the rate of the neutral "ws. 

A remark is in order here. It may look surprising that the tensur diagram (i) yields 

an amplitude so similar in structure to the vector ones (a)-(c). becau« one may expect 

its contribution to belong to a single partial wave, j = 2, while there is obviously no such 

limitation with the others. To clarify that, we worked out the analytic expression of the 
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partial wave expansion of (i) 

t + AiA2 s 

, n2- J 1 ->! •* ; , , , l + AsA« 2 s . . 1 - A3Aj , 
+ 0 A,-.»,.»,-*. J T ^ j ~ T ~ [ A 3 A « — ^ — ^ g m , - A3A„ — — (, - 2 m „ ) 

- ( 1 - Al)(l - >\)^n'f ~ (AS(1 - Aj) - A|(l - A | ) ) v ^ m p j } (12) 

We observe that the amplitude is purely j=2 on the ma3s shell only ( s=mî ) , otherwise it 

also contains a j=0 component. This is in fact not so surprising, because if one goes back 

to the Fierz-Pauli formalism, one sees that the "wrong" spin components are projected 

out of the wave function with the help of an auxiliary field. Solely on shell does it obey 

the equations of motion allowing for this projection. We note also from (12) that only the 

states of maximum helicity, A] - A2 = ± 2 , contribute to the reaction on shell. In this 

expression, the tensors are used in the zero width approximation. Within the K-matrix 

method, a correct Breit-Wigner parametrization arises by including the coupling to the 

JTÎT channel (for the l) . Since our reaction takes place at energies significantly higher than 

the f mass, we assume that finite width corrections will L>e unimportant. 

Concerning the exchanges in the cross-channels, (fj,(f\ -he Az turns out in effect to 

be small, but the f is not negligible. It has the rather negative effect 01" cancelling some of 

the p°p° production of the s channel diagram (the propagators have opposite signs). For 

completeness, we mention the expression of these amplitudes at threshold : 

( / ) + (9) = ve\iXnXzt + ( | + 2 ( ^ ) 2 ) ( A - 1 3 A ' I < + .Y 1 4A- J S) 
O Ttlf 

- U i + { ^ ? ) X n A i A i ] (i3) 

The constant in front, v = (gTw/g)2/(l + ( " v / m J B ) - 0.125 for the f meson, while it 

is smaller by a factor of 9 for the À?. The tensor diagrams improve the model at the tree 



level, but including them in the K-matrix -nachinery is rather disappointing, as can be 

checked from table IV For one thing, the tensors worsen the behaviour of the cross-section 

at the higher energies, particularly in the neutral channel. Before, it was decreasing rather 

smoothly, although not fast enough as compared to the data. Closer to the threshold, the 

charged channel cross-section has decreased by a factor of three but. unexpectedly, the 

neutral channel too has diminished. 

Let us consider, iinally, a possible influence from form-factors. It is conceivable 

actually, that a coupling constant may have to be modified if one of the legs at the vertex 

is off-shell. This allows to take into account, in a phenomenological way, either higher 

order vertex diagrams, or internal sructure of the particles. One often uses very simple 

forms, like: 

9 ( ? I ) = 9 K ) ( ^ ^ r , (14) 

where A and n are parameters. How would this affect our results? Consider vector meson 

exchange: to comply with charge universality, one has to define: g - g(p* = m*, p | = 

rrf,, pi = 0). Diagrams (a),(b) on the other hand involve p | = t, and / = -mj ; at threshold. 

If we expect the cutoff A to be in the range 1-2 GeV then clearly, use of a formula like (14) 

would change considerably the value of these diagrams. Tensor exchanges in the cress-

channel are also expected to be concerned, since grvv is defined asgrvvimi) and is used as 

9Tw{t)- Unfortunately, we cannot replace the coupling constants like this in our formulas, 

because g.=*.uge invariance would be lost. Exactly at threshold, howei'T (t=u=~r?i^), we 

can multiply the sum, (a)+(b)+(c) by a form-factor, ((A*—m^)/(A2 + m*)) 2 ", and preserve 

gauge invariance. The same can be done with the sum of the tensor diagrams, adopting the 

same cutoff for simplicity. Assuming that constant form-factors make sense in a limited 

energy domain around the threshold, we obtain the results of table 3 {with A = 1.6GeV, 
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n = l ) . The reduction of the vector diagrams leads to a more complete cancellation with 

the tensor ones. The ratio p+p~ /p°p° is now a small number in the immediate vicinity 

of the threshold, but increases rapidly with the energy to be about 1/2. The value of 

the neutral cross-section on the other hand, has moved in the wrong direction, becoming 

smaller. 

5) Conclusion: 

To summarize, we attempted to study the puzzling reaction -)-) —* pp, using an 

effective lagrangian formalism. We argued that at the tree level, pseudosclars are likely to 

play a minor role and that the reaction involves an interplay betwpen vector and tensor 

diagrams. We saw that the former give rise to an amplitude which is too large in the 

charged channel and showed that / meson exchange provides a partial cancellation. We 

conjecture that one-loop graphs might cancel the rest. (Note also that it is not ruled 

out that the two-photon width of the / might be underestimated experimentally!]].) The 

simpler K-matrix formalism that we used, yields better results that the plain tree graphs 

but proved insufficient to provide a quantitative understanding of the data. Inclusion of 

scalar mesons may yield some improvement, in particular it would enhance the production 

of neutral p'e. Indeed, since this reaction is dominated by the Pomeron at high t^crgy, one 

can expect the members of the trajectory with smallest mass, et S", / , to play a dominant 

role at lower energy. In the s-channel, the e or S* contributions would also cancel some 

p+p~t similarly with the / , in the partial wave j=0 . The cross-section from j=2 would 

remain too large however. A possible cure (not necessarily plausible) may be the existence 

of one new tensor meson with a mass smaller than 1.54 GeV. 

The practical evaluation of the amplitudes (which can be quite tedtuus away from the 

threshold) was performed using the software REDUCE for symbolic manipulations. The 

output was cas* directly in Fortran form, which minimizes transcription mistakes. Partial 
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wave projections were performed numerically, after inserting an explicit representation for 

the polarization vectors. 
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v/ï (MeV) p V 0 (nanobarns) p+p (nanobarns) 
1545. 8.50 63.8 
15C0. 34.0 72.4 
1600. 59.9 58.2 
1650. 64.9 53.3 
1700. 62.5 56.5 
1800. 56.0 68.5 
1900. 51.0 79.8 
2000. 46.8 90.3 
2200. 41.2 114. 

Table 1: Neutral and charged channel cross-sections obtained by including only the vector 
diagrams (a)-(c) in the K-matrix. 

v/s (MeV) p°/J° (nanobarns) p+p (nanobarns) 
1545. 5.5 23.1 
1560. 16.7 31.6 
1600. 31.0 35.0 
1650. 39.1 40.6 
1700. 44.7 46.6 
1800. 51.7 50.2 
1900. 53.0 46.1 
2000. 48.7 45.5 

. 2200. 52.2 67.8 

Table 2: Same as table 1: now the tensor diagrams (g)+(h)+(i) are added to the vector 
ones. 

v/i (MeV) pap° (nanobarns) p*p~ (nanobarns) 
1545. 7.70 1.0 
1560. 13.3 3.3 
1600. 19.6 9.2 
1650. 27.7 16.5 
1700. 38.1 23.4 
1800. 55.6 35.0 

Table 3: Same as table 2: a (constant) vertex form factor is now inserted (see the last 
paragraph of sec.4), with A=1.6 GeV, n = l . 
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Figure 1: Feynman tree graphs contributing to 77 —* pp containing vector and pseu-
doBcalar mesons. The wiggly lines represent photons, the curly ones vectors and the 
dashed lines pseudoscalars. 
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Figure 2: Display of the conventions used in the text concerning four-vectors, polarization 
vectors and helicities in the reaction. 
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Figure 3: Cross-section for 77 -1 A ° ' o l i n d f r o m t n e v e c t ° r diagrams (aM<0 a n d t h e 

K-matrix method, compared to experiment. In the upper curve, the effect of the p width 
is taken into account. 
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Figure 4: Diagrams for tensor meson exchanges. 
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